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Cavity-enhanced optical bottle beam as a mechanical amplifier
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We analyze the resonant cavity enhancement of a hollow ‘‘optical bottle beam’’ for the dipole-force trapping
of dark-field-seeking species. We first improve upon the basic bottle beam by adding further Laguerre-
Gaussian components to deepen the confining potential. Each of these components itself corresponds to a
superposition of transverse cavity modes, which are then enhanced simultaneously in a confocal cavity to
produce a deep optical trap needing only a modest incident power. The response of the trapping field to
displacement of the cavity mirrors offers an unusual form of mechanical amplifier in which the Gouy phase
shift produces an optical Vernier scale between the Laguerre-Gaussian beam components.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dipole force@1# provides an optical means of trappin
and guiding atoms and molecules without relying upon
disturbing process of spontaneous emission, which can
the species and cause loss of population from the trap
states, or introducing the sensitivity to quantum state tha
characteristic of traps based upon magnetic fields. Resi
scattering can be reduced by detuning the optical field
from resonance with the radiative transition@2,3#, but the
intensity must be raised for the strength of the force to
maintained.

Depending upon whether the optical field is detuned
the red or the blue of the radiative transition, the dipole fo
can act towards or away from regions of high intensity.
most applications, the laser has been detuned to the re
that atoms are attracted towards the intense focus of the
beam@4# and, despite some residual scattering, such sche
have been used to produce@5# and transport@6# Bose-
Einstein condensates, control the delivery of single ato
@7#, and trap caesium dimers@8#. If the laser is instead de
tuned to the blue of the transition, the species seek d
low-field regions where they are substantially undisturb
and storage times can approach the order of a second@9#.
Rather than zones of high intensity, such as the focus
Gaussian laser beam, blue-detuned traps require region
low intensity that are completely surrounded by a brigh
optical field. Such fields are not offered by a simple TEM00
laser mode, and various schemes have instead been ado
using sheets of light@10#, the time average of a mechanical
rotated laser beam@11#, cylindrical optics @12,13#, wave
plates@9,14#, axicon lenses@15–17#, and more robustly, ho
lographic mode converters@18,19#.

Since optical absorption by the confined species is usu
tiny, resonant cavities offer an attractive means of enhanc
the radiation field of a low-power laser@20–22#. It is not,
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however, only the TEM00 cavity modes that are unsuitab
for providing a blue-detuned trapping field: so, too, are
individual higher-order modes of a standing-wave cavity,
the exact cancellation of the forward and backward travel
beams produces nodal surfaces of zero intensity along w
dark-field-seeking species would escape. Even the Lague
Gaussian modes of a traveling wave cavity, which have b
used for trapping in two dimensions@19,23–25#, cannot pro-
vide axial confinement, which requires additional bea
@12#.

Optical fields suitable for the confinement of dark-fiel
seeking species must therefore be superpositions of ca
modes, and some proposed geometries have indeed
analyzed as such@19,26#. For such fields to be enhanced b
an optical cavity, the component modes must naturally
resonant simultaneously, and we therefore require the ca
to be confocal and the trapping field to have a definite sy
metry. It is also important that interference from the retu
ing beam that the cavity generates should not produce
same nodal surfaces as occur for individual cavity mod
We therefore exploit a property of the confocal cavity th
images are reproduced only after a complete round trip. T
allows the returning beam to differ from the trapping bea
both in detailed structure and in overall scale and hence
tensity. In the cavity-mode picture, there are sufficient co
ponents for the nodes of the even longitudinal modes to
filled by the antinodes of the odd modes, and vice versa

In a previous paper@27#, we have shown how the cavit
enhancement of a single Gaussian beam could produ
coaxial array of dark rings resulting from interference b
tween the unequal forward traveling and returning beams
this paper, we apply related ideas to an optical bottle be
@9,14,16,17,19#, in which coaxial and confocal Laguerre
Gaussian beams of equal azimuthal index but different ra
dependence are combined so as to interfere destructive
the center of the focal plane, forming a dark central reg
that is completely enclosed by a bright trapping layer. E
closing the Laguerre-Gaussian superposition within a re
nant confocal cavity greatly enhances the intensity of
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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trapping field, but its form is modified by the presence of t
returning beam. However, by choosing a cavity mode w
that is larger than that of the trapping superposition, we
range for the reflected beam to be broader and thus m
lower in intensity, so that the trapping field is only slight
modified. The arrangement is shown schematically in Fig

In contrast to our previously considered geometry, form
by interference between the unequal forward traveling
returning beams, the dark trap here results from the inter
ence of copropagating beams. We shall see that this all
an unusual form of mechanical amplification resembling
action of a Vernier scale.

II. OPTICAL BOTTLE BEAMS

Laguerre-Gaussian beamsLpm are paraxial solutions to
the wave equation for a focused beam in cylindrical po
coordinates. In essence, they are Gaussian beamsL00 that
have been modulated transversely so as to introducep off-
axis nodes as a function of radius—and a further axial n
for the casemÞ0—and a monotonically increasing az
muthal phase of 2pm radians per revolution correspondin
to the orbital angular momentum of the beam@28#. The elec-
tric field of a normalized Laguerre-Gaussian beam of or
(p,m), waist radiusw(0), andwavelengthl, propagating in
a positive direction along thez axis, may be written in terms
of the wave numberk52p/l and Rayleigh rangezR
5pw(0)2/l as

Lpm~r ,z,u!5A 4p!

~11d0m!p~p1umu!!
Lp

umuS 2r 2

w~z!2D
3S A2r

w~z!
D umu exp@ i~2p1umu11!tan21~z/zR!#

w~z!

3expS 2
r 2

w~z!2
2

ikr2

2R~z!
1 imu2 ikzD , ~1!

whereLp
umu(x) is the associated Laguerre polynomial,R(z)

5z1zR
2/z, w(z)5w(0)A11(z/zR)2, and the origin is at the

beam focus. Different orders thus vary differently both w

FIG. 1. The confocal cavity can support the complex mode
perposition corresponding to an optical bottle beam. Here, the fi
component bottle beam is focused into the cavity to form a waistw1

at the cavity center. The beam is reflected by mirror 2 to fo
another bottle beam with waistw2; thanks to its much reduce
intensity, this imposes only slight modulation upon the field aris
from the forward traveling original. In this figure only, the shadi
indicates regions ofhigh intensity.
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radius and, thanks to the different Gouy phases, with a
position, and it is these properties that allow Laguer
Gaussian superpositions to form optical bottle beams.

The optical bottle beam may be considered to be a su
position of two or more coaxial and confocal Laguerr
Gaussian beams that are adjusted so as to interfere des
tively at the center of the focal plane. At this position, t
dissimilar radial dependences of the Laguerre-Gaus
beams cause the exact cancellation to be lost off axis, and
different Gouy phases play a similar role away from the fo
plane. This representation was proposed by Arlt and Pad
@19#, who used a holographic mode converter to form
simple bottle beam superposition ofL00 andL20, the electric
field being given by

E (2)~r ,z!5L00~r ,z!2L20~r ,z!, ~2!

where the components differ in radial indexp by 2 rather
than 1 so that the axial intensity maximum occurs at finitez.
There is, however, nothing fundamental about this choice
Laguerre-Gaussian components, and alternative comb
tions may also yield suitable trapping beams—the fields p
duced using axicon lenses@15–17# being complicated
examples—and by adjusting the mode superposition, i
possible to tailor the shape of the trapping field. These mo
fications add little to the experimental complexity, for su
bottle beams are best produced using holographic mode
verters designed specifically for the fields required.

Since Laguerre-Gaussian beams with azimuthal indexm
Þ0 have a node at the beam axis, only those beams
m50 can provide axial confinement. Whilst the dark cent
of higher-order modes might make them attractive additio
to a bottle beam~noting that only beams with an even di
ferenceDm can be resonant simultaneously!, the different
azimuthal phases would give the trapping field an angu
dependence. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to cylin
cally symmetric fields and thus to superpositions of bea
for which m50. We further limit our choices to fields tha
are symmetrical about the focal plane, with the simplifyi
consequence that the relative amplitudes of the Lague
Gaussian components at the trap center must all be real

For cavity-enhanced fields, there is a further constraint
the superpositions for, as we show in the following secti
Laguerre-Gaussian beams acquire a phase of (21)p on the
half round trip from the waist of the forward traveling bea
to that of its reflection. If the field components are to canc
forming dark centers to both the forward traveling and
turning beams, then it follows that the odd-numbered co
ponents alone must form a bottle beam, as must thos
even radial index. The bottle beam of Arlt and Padgett@19#,
given in Eq.~2! above, is thus the simplest bottle beam su
able for cavity enhancement.

We have numerically examined some simple beam su
positions with the aim of deepening the bottle by raising
cols ~or ‘‘saddle points’’! that mark the lowest points of th
confining ‘‘wall.’’ For the simplest bottle beam of three com
ponents, for example, we find the optimum field to ha
coefficients roughly in the ratio 4:21: 23,

-
e-
3-2
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CAVITY-ENHANCED OPTICAL BOTTLE BEAM AS A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 013413 ~2002!
E (3)50.784L0020.196L2020.589L40, ~3!

and the subsequent four-component field to be given by

E (4)50.772L0010.104L2020.370L4020.506L60. ~4!

The traps prove respectively to have col intensities 45%
87% higher than the two-component arrangement of Eq.~2!
with the same laser power and waist radius. However,
trap volumes are in both cases proportionally smaller,
similar fields could be produced simply by focusing the tra
ping field more tightly.

For the calculations in this paper, we have therefore c
sidered the simplest five-component beam, which comb
an even-p bottle beam of three components with an oddp
beam of two,

E (5)5@L001xL202~11x!L40#1y~L102L30!. ~5!

The optimum values ofx520.2393 andy50.4804 give a
normalized five-component field,

E (5)50.6905L0010.3317L1020.1652L2020.3317L30

20.5252L40, ~6!
01341
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which has a col intensity over 85% higher than in the tw
component case at a radius that is about 20% smaller.

III. CAVITY ENHANCEMENT

Laguerre-Gaussian beams of the formLpm(r ,z,u) given
in Eq. ~1! are the resonant modes of a confocal cavity
length l along thez axis, whenzR5 l /2 andz50 lies at the
center of the cavity. We henceforth label these modesL pm

(0)

and the associated waist radius and Rayleigh lengthw(0)
5w0 andzR5zR0, respectively.

A Laguerre-Gaussian beamL qs
(1)(r ,z,u), whose waist of

arbitrary radiusw1 coincides with the waists of the cavit
modes with which it is coaxial, may be written as a sup
position of the cavity modes

L qs
(1)~r ,z,u!5(

pm
apmqL pm

(0)~r ,z,u!. ~7!

whereapmq50 if mÞs. We may write these coefficients fo
arbitrary p and s and specific values ofq ~we have not yet
succeeded in finding the completely general form!, the first
five being
aps05coss11fA~p1s!!

p!s!
sinpf, ~8!

aps15coss11fA ~p1s!!

p! ~s11!!
sinp21f @p cos2f2~s11!sin2f#, ~9!

aps25coss11fA ~p1s!!

2!p! ~s12!!
sinp22f $@p cos2f2~s11!sin2f#@p cos2f2~s12!sin2f#2p cos2f%, ~10!

aps35coss11fA ~p1s!!

3!p! ~s13!!
sinp23f „$@p cos2f2~s11!sin2f#@p cos2f2~s12!sin2f#@p cos2f2~s13!sin2f#%

23p2cos4f1p cos2f@~3s15!sin2f12#…, ~11!

aps45coss11fA ~p1s!!

4!p! ~s14!!
sinp24f „$@p cos2f2~s11!sin2f#@p cos2f2~s12!sin2f#@p cos2f2~s13!sin2f#

3@p cos2f2~s14!sin2f#%26p3cos6f1p2cos4f @~12s126!sin2f111#2p cos2f@~6s2126s126!sin4f

1~8s114!sin2f16#…, ~12!
d
uy
wheref depends upon the ratioa of the waist radii of the
arbitrary beamw1 and resonant cavity modesw0,

a5w0 /w1 , ~13!

sinf5
a2a21

a1a21
, ~14!
cosf5
2

a1a21
. ~15!

It is clear that a beam of waistw25aw0 ~i.e.,a→1/a, hence
f→2f) will have the same coefficientsapsq apart from a
sign-changing term (21)p. Such a term is indeed introduce
with each half round trip of the cavity, as a result of the Go
phase shift 2exp@i(2p1umu11)p/4#. The cavity mirror thus
3-3
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FIG. 2. The intensity distribution within a perfectly confocal resonator. Left: the mean intensity is shown for the central 40%
cavity. The solid lines show6w1(z), at which the Gaussian beam has fallen to e22 of its intensity on axis. Right: viewed on a waveleng
scale around the cavity center, the modulation due to interference between the counterpropagating beams is apparent. Here,l 5100 mm,
l5780 nm, anda52. Contours are logarithmic, with four per decade, referred to the peak intensity in the focal plane.
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refocuses the Gaussian beam to a waistw2 at the cavity
center, as we would expect from a more conventional tre
ment of Gaussian beam propagation, and this difference
tween forward and backward traveling beams destroys
exact cancellation that would prevent confinement. The s
ond cavity mirror causes the original beam to be reprodu
after a complete round trip, as each accumulated Gouy p
becomes a whole number of cycles.

There is also a simple form to the Gouy phase acquired
a Laguerre-Gaussian beamL qs

(1) in passing from the waist to
the mirror and back, as may be seen by adding the on-
phasesf52kl/21(2q1usu11)tan21( l /2zR) for each half,

f52kl1~2q1usu11!$tan21~a2!1tan21~a22!%

5~N1q1usu/2!p, ~16!

N being the number of axial nodes for the resonant Gaus
beam. Beams of equals thus incur an additional phase o
(21)q with each half round trip so that, if an even-q beam
and its reflection add constructively in the focal plane, th
an odd-q beam will instead see destructive interference~al-
beit slight, because of the difference in intensity!. This is the
reason, mentioned in the preceding section, why the su
position L002L10, for example, would not form a cavity
enhanced bottle beam, for while the beams cancel in
forward direction, the returning beams add rather than s
tract.

For our remaining calculations, we use the five-beam
perposition given in Eq.~6!. Each of the Laguerre-Gaussia
components may be mapped onto cavity modes as in Eq.~7!,
and the optical field within the ideal confocal cavity may
determined either by using the coefficientsap0q to calculate
the cavity mode superposition or by adding the five forwa
traveling Laguerre-Gaussian beams to a similar set tha
01341
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turn from the cavity mirror with waistsw25aw0. While the
second method is the more straightforward, our subseq
analysis of nonideal cavities will require the first method
analysis.

For this illustration, we consider the trapping of atom
85Rb, using a 100-mm-long cavity with 99.99% reflectin
mirrors to enhance the beam from a 780-nm diode laser,
taking the valuea52. With an incident power of 100 mW in
the Laguerre-Gaussian beam superposition, giving a circu
ing power of 1 kW~and hence a trapping intensity aroun
10 MW cm22 at the col! and an optimal detuning@29#

FIG. 3. Depth of modulation due to interference between f
ward and backward traveling beams. Black50, white5100%, and
contours are at intervals of 10%.
3-4
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FIG. 4. Amplitudes of mode components corresponding to the~a! L00, ~b! L10, ~c! L20, ~d! L30, and~e! L40 Laguerre-Gaussian beam
for the casea52.
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around 0.2 nm, we obtain a trap depth approaching 5 K.
col intensity is nearly half that at the center of a simp
Gaussian beam of the same waist and total enhanced po
and almost twice that at the center of a TEM00 beam with the
dimensions of the lowest-order cavity mode. In Fig. 2,
show—under high and low magnification—the optical fie
strength around the cavity center. For the larger-scale fig
we have averaged the field to remove structure on a wa
length scale, whose depth of modulation is shown in Fig
This structure has a limiting value of 2/(a61a26)53% at
the dark trap center, while the col at the lowest part of
confining wall shows a value just below 4%. The values
the coefficientsap0q are shown forq50 –4 in Figs. 4~a!–
4~e!, and their superpositionap0 in Fig. 5~a!.

IV. IMPERFECT CAVITIES

Analysis in terms of Laguerre-Gaussian cavity modes
lows the effect of finite mirror reflectivity and misadjustme
to be determined. For a cavity of lengthl 85 l 1D l , at a
wavelength for which the lowest-order modeL 00

(0) is reso-
nant, the Gouy shift per half round trip relative to that for
confocal cavity will be given by

fpm52~2p1umu!H tan21S l 8

2zR
D2

p

4 J . ~17!

For mirror amplitude reflection and transmission coefficie
r 1,2 andt1,2, the forward and backward traveling fields of th
circulating modes at the cavity center may be written
terms of the components of the incident beam as@30#

L p0
1 ~0,0!5

t1exp ifp0/2

12r 1r 2exp 2ifp0
ap0L p0

(0)~0,0!, ~18!
01341
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L p0
2 ~0,0!5

t1r 2exp 3 ifp0/2

12r 1r 2exp 2ifp0
ap0L p0

(0)~0,0!. ~19!

Recalculating the mode superposition taking into acco
these complex transfer coefficients thus allows the field to
determined for an arbitrary mirror separation.

An optical cavity may be confocal only if the two mirror
have identical curvature or focal length, for the se
reproducing modes of each mirror—those which lie a fo
length away and thus have Rayleigh lengths equal to
mirror focal lengths—must be identical. Should this not
the case, then an additional loss will be introduced cor
sponding to the incomplete projection of the mode of o
mirror of focal length f a5(11d/2) f 0 ~with waist radius
wa5Al f a /p) onto that of the other„f b5(12d/2) f 0 , wb

5Al f b /p…. The amplitude overlapo is given by Eqs.~8!–
~12! with p50 anda5wa /wb5Af a / f b, yielding

o2512~d/2!2. ~20!

The difference in focal length is thus manifest as an effect
reduction in the mirror reflectivity fromR to R@12(d/2)2#.
For R50.9999, the effects of imperfect mode overlap a
partial reflectivity will be equal when the focal lengths diffe
by 2%.

In Fig. 6, we show the intensity distribution around th
center of a cavity whose 99.99% reflecting mirrors a
0.0001% (0.1mm) from their confocal separation; the a
tenuation coefficients for the first 21 modes of the super
sition are indicated in Fig. 5~b!. The trapping field pattern is
displaced axially~as we discuss in the following section! and
shows a slight curvature that reflects the nonlinear incre
in Gouy phase with mode number; the destructive interf
ence that forms the dark trapping region is no longer ex
but the overall structure is qualitatively little changed. T
FIG. 5. ~a! Amplitudesap0 of mode components forming the complete five-component optical bottle beams, and~b! intensity attenuation
coefficients for the optical bottle beam when the cavity mirrors are 0.1mm from their confocal separation (D l / l 51026), for r 250.9999,
t250.0001. 30 components were considered in calculating the subsequent field patterns.
3-5
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FIG. 6. Intensity distribution when the cavity mirrors are 0.1mm from their confocal separation (D l / l 51026), for r 250.9999 andt2

50.0001. The trap center lies 0.87 mm to the left of the cavity midpoint. Contours again refer logarithmically to the peak foca
intensity in the ideal case.
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modulation depth for the misaligned case is shown in Fig
at the deepest part of the trap, the modulation is now aro
13%, while at the col it has fallen slightly to around 3%.

The precision with which the mirror separation must
adjusted of course depends upon the resonator finesse
with the laser wavelength locked to the lowest-order re
nant mode, adjustment would be aided by observing
transmitted beam while the mirror spacing is varied. An i
age of the cavity center should show a smooth chang
intensity, falling to zero as modes are brought into the sup
position. The variation in intensity as a function of mirr
displacement is shown for several radial positions in Fig
The principal interpretation of this variation, as we shall d

FIG. 7. Depth of modulation when the cavity mirrors a
0.1 mm from their confocal separation. Black5 0, white5 100%,
contours are at 10% intervals.
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cuss in the following section, is an amplified motion of th
trap center as the mirror is displaced, suggesting that m
toring the trap position itself might be the best manner
adjustment.

We note that if the trapped species are sufficiently de
then the cavity field will itself be modified. This process, al
analyzed in terms of nearly degenerate Laguerre-Gaus
modes, has recently been proposed as a means of trac
the motion of a particle contained within the cavity@31#.

V. A MECHANICAL AMPLIFIER

The magnitudes of the componentsL p0
6 (0,0) are maxi-

mum when the cavity is confocal and, therefore, vary only
second or higher-order powers of the mirror displacem
from confocality. Since the cavity modes all have waists

FIG. 8. Variation of focal plane intensity as cavity mirrors a
displaced from their confocal separation, shown for points
0.1 w0 , 0.2 w0, and 0.3 w0 from the cavity center and in units o
the peak ideal focal plane intensity. The intensity in each case c
tinues to fall monotonically at larger displacements. An image
the cavity center would serve during alignment of the cavity.
3-6
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CAVITY-ENHANCED OPTICAL BOTTLE BEAM AS A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 013413 ~2002!
the focal plane, their radial dependence is also station
around the trap center. For small mirror displaceme
around the confocal condition, the principal effect upon
mode superposition is thus via the component phases.

For each half round trip, the phase shiftfpm can be re-
written ~recalling thatzR5 l /2) as

fpm52~2p1umu!tan21S D l / l

21D l / l D'2~2p1umu!D l / l ,

~21!

and thus varies linearly withD l for small displacements. Its
effect upon the component coefficients is to introduce a m
nified phase,

fpm
(c)5argS t1exp ifpm /2

12r 1r 2exp 2ifpm
D ~22!

5
fpm

2
1tan21S r 1r 2sin 2fpm

12r 1r 2cos 2fpm
D ~23!

'fpmS 1

2
1

2r 1r 2

12r 1r 2
D ~24!

'
2fpm

12r 1r 2
, ~25!

where the approximations refer successively to (ufpmu!1)
and (r 1r 2'1).

These phase shifts will be canceled at a certain dista
from the cavity center by the Gouy shift, which near t
center is given approximately, and relative to that of t
lowest-order mode, by

fG'~2p1umu!
z

zR
. ~26!

The phase introduced by the mirror displacement is thus c
celed when

~2p1umu!
z

zR
5

2

12r 1r 2
~2p1umu!

D l

l
, ~27!

which, again recalling thatzR5 l /2, gives for all modes the
common displacement

z52
D l

12r 1r 2
. ~28!

Small displacements of the mirrors from the confocal se
ration thus leave the form and dimensions of the trapp
field largely unchanged, but are manifest as a magnified
tion of the trap center. This is apparent from a comparison
Figs. 2 and 6: the trapping potentials are essentially sim
but the trap center is displaced by 0.87 mm as a result of
mirror displacement of 0.1mm. The position and intensity o
the trap center and the intensity of the confining col
shown as functions of the mirror displacement in Fig. 9.
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As the phase shifts produced by small mirror moveme
are compensated only by the difference in Gouy phase
tween interfering cavity modes, the amplification mechani
may be compared to that of a Vernier scale. The effect m
be regarded as occurring either between the five Lague
Gaussian components of the incident beam, or alternativ
between the numerous cavity modes into which they are
solved. If an atom, molecule, or more macroscopic particl
trapped in the radiation field, then the cavity may be
garded as a high-gain mechanical amplifier.

The Vernier sensitivity to mirror displacement of trap
formed by the interference of copropagating beams contr
with the relative insensitivity of geometries in which the i
terfering beams counterpropagate, such as the array of
coaxial rings that we have considered in a previous pa
@27#. Fluctuations in the trap position can lead to heating o
trapped sample, and the use of this geometry as a ca
enhanced dipole trap would thus require careful stabilizat
of the cavity mirror spacing. Fortunately, cavity lockin
techniques—that are essentially alternative methods of m
suring the phase shift introduced by the mirr
displacement—are highly developed and well understo
For best stability, the cavity could be locked to a referen
laser of a second wavelength at which the finesse is ra
higher than at the trapping wavelength. An alternat
method would be to monitor the position of a trapped sam
by observing sideways fluorescence using a small vi
camera.

It would be appropriate at this point to suggest situatio
in which this Vernier amplification could be a blessing rath
than a curse, for there are few examples of mechanical
plifiers of this gain and sensitivity, but we are unfortunate
unable to offer any serious proposals. Certainly the use
charge-coupled device arrays or even quadrant photode
tors would allow the position of a trapped object or sample
be determined with a precision corresponding to mirror d
placements of the order of an atomic spacing, or to the p
ence within the cavity of tiny concentrations of a dispers
vapor, but then conventional cavity-locking techniqu
would do likewise. Trapped species such as hollow partic
or ensembles of atoms or molecules could be moved ma
scopic distances by merely controlling a piezoactuated m

FIG. 9. Variation of trap col~dotted line! and trap center~dashed
line! intensities—in units of the well depth at zero mirro
displacement—and trap center position~solid line, right-hand scale!
as cavity mirrors are displaced from their confocal separation.
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ror mount; indeed, the recent use of optical tweezers to tra
port Bose-Einstein condensates@6# shows how dipole forces
are of unique importance to studies of quantum degene
gases.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that optical bottle beams suitable for
dipole-force confinement of dark-field-seeking atoms a
molecules may be enhanced by a confocal cavity that is
multaneously resonant for all the component modes.
Gouy phase introduces a difference—readily apparent u
geometrical optics—between forward and backward trav
ing beams that eliminates the nodal planes of complete
cellation, along which the dark-field-seeking species wo
otherwise escape. For the example of a trap for atomic
bidium, we find that the powers typical of laser diodes m
yield enhanced trap depths of several kelvin.

By adding further Laguerre-Gaussian components to
basic superposition, we have shown that it is possible
e
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et
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ow

.

nd

J.
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increase the depth of the bottle beam potential with
changing the overall geometry. As an illustration, we ha
considered a five-component version of the optical bo
beam that, for the same laser power and similar beam ra
is 85% deeper than the simplest, two-component comb
tion.

Finally, our analysis of the variation of the trapping fie
as the mirrors are displaced from their confocal separa
shows an amplified displacement of the trap center from
center of the cavity, allowing the cavity-enhanced dipo
force trap to be used as a mechanical amplifier with a g
roughly equal to the intensity enhancement factor of the c
ity.
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